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                   Community Canine Test Items      

     
 
 
 

TEST 1: ENTER/ EXIT DOORWAY PUBLIC BUILDING 

Test: Exit / enter doorway with no pulling in dog friendly buildings 

TEST 2: WALK THROUGH CROWD ON BUSY SIDEWALK 

Test: Walk through a crowd on a busy urban sidewalk 
            - people come toward dog from 1 ft. away & dog tolerates distractions 
  

TEST 3: APPRORIATE REACTION TO CITY DISTRACTIONS 

Test: appropriate reaction to city distractions: movement, noises, and walking on different surfaces 
          - NOISES: horns, sirens, construction noise 
          - MOVING OBJECTS: skateboard, bike, cart, person running 
          - SURFACES: concrete, grass, grates, plastic tarp, wet sidewalk 

 

TEST 4: CROSSING STREET 

Test: crossing the street 

Requirements: stop at corner, stand or sit to wait, cross with no pulling (on leash with owner) crosses 
street under control 

TEST 5: IGNORE FOOD ON SIDEWALK 

Test: dropped food or food wrappers 
 

TEST 6: PERSON CARRYING ITEM WALKS UP AND PETS DOG 

Test: person walks up to pet dog, may be carrying small dog/computer bag, person does not put item 
down to pet dog. 

  



 

TEST 7: PUBLIC BUILDING & 3 MIN DOWN STAY 

Test: walks under control in building regardless of flooring, down stay 3 minutes while owner waits or 
has snack 
 

TEST 8: STAIRS, STEPS, OR ELEVATOR 

Test: STAIRS: at least 3 up & 3 down 
          ELEVATOR: enters, exits and rides under control 

 

TEST 9: HOUSETRAINED 

Test: Owner can verify, Evaluator must have observed in public buildings or in class 

 

TEST 10: TRANSPORTATION  

Test: Owners choice depending on needs 
          - CARS: Enters / exits, and remains under control during ride 
          - SUBWAY: only if allowed 
          - DOG FRIENDLY: enters / exits under control 
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